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Extended Distance Scaling hits fps big time. Just going from 0% to 10% hits around 2-3 fps. And it's around the same between
each % bump .... There's also extended distance scaling, which you can turn up to load more objects and details on building at
even greater range than just .... GTA V PC: Graphics Settings Comparison Video Details All Settings; ... For those of you
wanting to get the best .... For Grand Theft Auto V on the PC, a GameFAQs message board topic titled "What does extended
distance scaling do exactly...?". ... So, I can't play GTA V without the launcher now? Boge, 2, 2/8 12:33PM · New to PC, help..
I'm Just Curious Ran GTA V on Maxed Setting got 30 FPS And Played ... graphics" tab such as extended distance scaling is
very performance .... I have a problem with the distance scaling in GTA V . Even though the distance ... I even tried to max out
extended distance scaling in advanced .... ... stutter bad and found out turning down extended distance scaling from 50% to 15%
(just 2 notches in) removed stutter for me. gtx 970 - 2600k .... -Extended lods. -Extended ped and car lods. -Extended car
headlight lods. -Extended texture stream. -Extended shadow distance scaling.. Just a simple question to AMD Ryzen users way
does it bottlenecks so hard in GTA 5 when extended distance scaling is turned on to max ?. Extended Distance Scaling: 0. · High
Resolution Shadows: Off. · Extended Shadow Distance: Off. For High Range PCs: · Texture Quality: Very .... This valley
showcases nearly every setting in action – grass, water, view distance and scaling, reflections, shadows, and real-time
night/day .... doesn't matter. the regular player render distance is horrid. in vehicles it's almost infinite. either way the way to get
an advantage to drive .... GTAForums does NOT endorse or allow any kind of GTA Online modding, mod menus, tools or
account selling/hacking. Do .... High Resolution Shadows On Extended Distance Scaling 5. Extended Shadow Distance 5. That
should provide best 1080@stable 60FPS.. ... by GTX1080ShouldPerformBetter: “Horrific performance of GTX1080 in GTA
V” ... I think I found the problem, I had set frame scaling to 5:2 (wasn't sure what it ... 11 Distance scaling: 100% Extended
distance scaling: 30% Extended Shadow .... I often use an Xbox One controller to play GTA V on PC just because I like the
analogue controls when driving, however, recently I've had a problem where my .... Extended distance scaling bar. Extended
shadow distance bar. Benchmark testing. Plus, here's a glimpse of GTA 5 PC's control options. Mmm .... Turn down "Extended
Distance Scaling," "High Resolution Shadows," and "Extended Shadows Distance." Depending on your overall .... GTA V is an
extremely demanding game if you turn all the settings to ... Increasing the Extended Distance Scaling Slider means that objects
that .... GTA 5 Extended Distance Scaling Benches Quelle: Nvidia Zusätzlich zu den Detailstufen der Objekte kann das LOD
der Schatten eingestellt ... f559db6386 
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